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On point II : transition to the new campaign: the United States
Army in Operation Iraqi Freedom, May 2003-January 2005
Train to Win in a Complex World (FM 7-0)
Defense Critical Infrastructure
Field Manual FM 7-0 Train to Win in a Complex World October 2016 FM 7-0, Train to
Win in a Complex World, expands on the fundamental concepts of the Army's
training doctrine introduced in ADRP 7-0. The Army's operations process is the
foundation for how leaders conduct unit training. It also places the commander
firmly at the center of the process and as the lead of every facet of unit training.
FM 7-0 supports the idea that training a unit does not fundamentally differ from
preparing a unit for an operation. Reinforcing the concepts, ideas, and terminology
of the operations process while training as a unit makes a more seamless
transition from training to operations. This publication focuses on training leaders,
Soldiers, and Army Civilians as effectively and efficiently as possible given
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limitations in time and resources.

Military Contributions to Instructional Technology
Experimentation for Our "next" Army
Utilize the Latest Supportability Tools and Methods to Design Durable and
Maintainable Systems Engineers in both the commercial and military sectors can
rely on the Supportability Engineering Handbook for complete support criteria that
ensure the performance of products ranging from automobiles to spacecraft. This
one-of-a-kind resource offers the latest supportability tools and methods for
designing complex systems that will last a long time and be easy to maintain in
actual use. World-renowned supportability and logistics expert James V. Jones
shows readers how to create supportable design solutions through effective
system architecting, system and design engineering, and integration. He fully
analyzes reliability, maintainability, and testability, and also explores every aspect
of supportability. In addition, the author presents detailed coverage of reliabilitycentered maintenancesafety and human factors engineeringcost of
ownershipsupportability assessment and testing configuration management and
controland much more. The Supportability Engineering Handbook features: Step-bystep guidelines for implementing supportability State-of-the-art measurement
methods and tools A wealth of cutting-edge system design knowledge An expert
critique of commercial off-the-shelf applications Achieve Optimal Supportability in
the Design of Complex Systems • The Evolving Supportability Design Solution •
Creating the Design Solution through System Architecting, System Engineering,
Design Engineering, and Integration Engineering • Reliability, Maintainability, and
Testability Engineering • Supportability Characteristics • Reliability Centered
Maintenance • Safety and Human Factors Engineering • Cost of Ownership •
Supportability Analysis • Supportability Assessment and Testing • Configuration
Management and Control • Special Considerations: Software, Off the Shelf Items •
Abbreviations and Acronyms • Glossary of Terms

Administration & Management
The Vietnam War
Incorporating Lessons Learned Into the Army Competency
Assessment Prototype
Government Reports Announcements & Index
AR 350-1 Army Training and Leader Development
The essays in this collection present the most recent contributions to the
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continuing academic and scholarly dialogue about one of the most momentous
historical events of the twentieth century. The essays are grouped into five
sections: American presidents and the war; the conduct of the war in the field; the
impact of the Tet Offensive; the meaning of the war; and its lasting legacies.

Proceedings of the IEEE 1989 National Aerospace and
Electronics Conference, NAECON 1989
Updated and revised, the sixth edition equips educators with practical skills for
successful instructional design. Two new chapters have been added to offer the
most current information in the field. One addresses the unique design challenges
and opportunities when working with different technologies. It also illustrates how
to apply and adapt the design model when working with these technologies. The
other presents a combination of information on the ID proposal and project
management. A new section also discusses the alternatives to the traditional
design process. In addition, educators will find more information about the role of
the designer, which they’ll be able to apply in the classroom.

Women in the Army Policy Review
Army Regulation 350-1 is the keystone training regulation for all US Army units.
This regulation is the source reference for all training conducted within units across
the US Army. This continent 6x9 paperback is designed with commanders,
executive officers, and company grade NCOs in mind for portability and ease of
use.

Infantry
The official magazine of United States Army logistics.

Supportability Engineering Handbook
DoD relies on a global network of defense critical infrastructure (DCI) so essential
that the incapacitation or destruction of an asset within this network could severely
affect DoD's ability to support its forces worldwide. To identify and help assure the
availability of this DCI, in Aug. 2005 DoD established the DCI Program (DCIP). The
military services are to identify and place their critical assets into prioritized tiers,
incl. Tier 1 Task Critical Assets, which are assets of such importance that their
destruction would have a serious effect on the ability of one or more military
services to execute their essential tasks. In May 2008, Congress directed a review
of DCIP. This report reviews the assurance of electrical power supplies to DoD's
critical assets. Illustrations.

Army
Professional publication of the RD & A community.

Distributed Training of Armor Officers
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"The PerformM21 research project addressed the Army's need to adapt to the
requirements of operations in the 21st century. The Incorporating Lessons Learned
into the Army Competency Assessment Prototype (Lessons Learned) analyses is a
subpart of the PerformM21 work and is discussed in this report. Specifically,
Lessons Learned is concerned with incorporating tasks and knowledges that
emerged from recent deployments into the standard Army-wide Common Tasks
hierarchy. To this end, a prototype job analysis survey and test blueprint were
developed, resulting in a process that is transportable to an operational program.
Lessons learned sources were located, and challenges noted with them were
discussed (e.g., locating Army-approved doctrine). Finally, new items were
developed based on this lessons learned content. These items, with further review
and modification, could be used in an operational assessment."--P. i.

Training Critical Thinking Skills for Battle Command
Women in God’s Army
Why Red Teaming? The premise of the program at the University of Foreign
Military and Cultural Studies (UFMCS) is that people and organizations court failure
in predictable ways, that they do so by degrees, almost imperceptibly, and that
they do so according to their mindsets, biases, and experience, which are formed
in large part by their own culture and context. The sources of these failures are
simple, observable, and lamentably, often repeated. They are also preventable,
and that is the point of ‘red teaming’. Our methods and education involve more
than Socratic discussion and brainstorming. We believe that good decision
processes are essential to good outcomes. To that end, our curriculum is rich in
divergent processes, red teaming tools, and liberating structures, all aimed at
decision support. We educate people to develop a disposition of curiosity, and help
them become aware of biases and behavior that prevent them from real positive
change in the ways they seek solutions and engage others. We borrow techniques,
methods, frameworks, concepts, and best practices from several sources and
disciplines to create an education, and practical applications, that we find to be the
best safeguard against individual and organizational tendencies toward biases,
errors in cognition, and groupthink. Red teaming is diagnostic, preventative, and
corrective; yet it is neither predictive or a solution. Our goal is to be better
prepared and less surprised in dealing with complexity. What is Red Teaming? Red
teaming is a function that provides commanders an independent capability to fully
explore alternatives in plans, operations, concepts, organizations and capabilities
in the context of the operational environment (OE) and from the perspectives of
partners, adversaries and others. A Red Team performs three general types of
tasks: - Support to operations, planning, and decision support - Critical review and
analysis of already-existing plans - Intelligence support (Threat Emulation) (UFMCS
provides education for the first two tasks; TRADOC’s Intelligence School and Center
provides education on the third.) In order for a Red Team to effectively contribute
to decision making all of the following elements are required: • The ability to think
critically about the problem. While this may seem obvious, the reality is that
critical thinking is a skill set that requires training, education and tools. The Army
assimilates people from different backgrounds across the nation. One of the
drawbacks of that assimilation is our military tendency to reflect the same biases
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and perspectives. We pride ourselves in common values—which while ingrained in
the Army culture are not universal outside of that culture. • Thinking critically and
challenging the group is an unnatural act for military staffs. Doing so effectively
requires tools and methods that enable leaders to see different perspectives. • Red
Teams require top cover to be allowed to challenge the conventional wisdom and
the organization’s leaders. No matter the quality of the Red Team or the methods
they employ, dictatorial or toxic leaders are incompatible with successful red
teaming. • Red teaming is not easy, and not everyone can do it. Red Teamers
must be effective written and oral communicators. They must have credibility in
the area in which they are providing red teaming insights. They must be able to
constructively challenge the plan. This means focusing on what is truly important,
able to explain why it is being challenged and offering some alternative ways to
think about the problem.

Cognitive Testing Methodology
Decision-centered MOUT Training for Small Unit Leaders
Supreme Court
The early Salvation Army professed its commitment to sexual equality in ministry
and leadership. In fact, its founding constitution proclaimed women had the right
to preach and hold any office in the organization. But did they? Women in God’s
Army is the first study of its kind devoted to the critical analysis of this central
claim. It traces the extent to which this egalitarian ideal was realized in the private
and public lives of first- and second-generation female Salvationists in Britain and
argues that the Salvation Army was found wanting in its overall commitment to
women’s equality with men. Bold pronouncements were not matched by actual
practice in the home or in public ministry. Andrew Mark Eason traces the nature of
these discrepancies, as well as the Victorian and evangelical factors that lay
behind them. He demonstrates how Salvationists often assigned roles and
responsibilities on the basis of gender rather than equality, and the ways in which
these discriminatory practices were supported by a male-defined theology and
authority. He views this story from a number of angles, including historical, gender
and feminist theology, ensuring it will be of interest to a wide spectrum of readers.
Salvationists themselves will appreciate the light it sheds on recent debates.
Ultimately, however, anyone who wants to learn more about the human struggle
for equality will find this book enlightening.

Army-NASA Aircrew/Aircraft Integration Program (A3I)
Software Detailed Design Document: Phase III
The goal of this project was to develop the certification standards for the new
specialty in Artificial Intelligence & Robotics (AI/Robotics) for Army civilians. A job
analysis was conducted to identify AI-related job tasks performed by Army civilians
and the knowledge areas (i.e. competencies) that are necessary to successfully
perform them. Four one-on-one interviews and two workshops were used to
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develop comprehensive lists of AI-related job tasks and associated competencies.
A job analysis survey was completed by 171 incumbents. The competency
standards were developed at three workshops using the job analysis information.
Competencies identified as the most important to successful job performance
across different types of Army civilian jobs form the bases for the certification
standards. To be certified, applicants will need to demonstrate that they have had
sufficient amounts of education or experience or combinations of the two for all of
the 6 'core competencies' and for three of the 18 'supplemental competencies.'

Determining a Critical-skill Hierarchy for Command Post of the
Future (CPOF)
"This research effort applied principles of Naturalistic Decision Making to identify
the cognitive challenges involved in platoon leader decision making in Military
Operations in Urban Terrain (MOUT) building clearing missions. The findings
informed the development of classroom, hardcopy, and multimedia training
products to support Infantry Officer Basic Course students in MOUT decision
making. A Cognitive Task Analysis of the building clearing task entailed a series of
in-depth interviews with Army personnel experienced in MOUT. The analysis
resulted in a detailed representation of eleven high-level decision requirements
associated with the building-clearing task. Cognitive demands related to each
requirement -- critical decisions and judgements, sensory cues, other factors, and
expert strategies -- are included in the representation. Four products were
developed based on the findings of the analysis: sixteen decision-centered training
scenarios for MOUT environments; an interactive, multimedia tool (IMPACT) that
supports instructors in training MOUT decision making skills; a classroom exercise
that supports situation awareness appreciation and understanding; and a guide
that provides supplemental information regarding the building clearing task from a
platoon leader's perspective."--Stinet.

NEPA, lessons learned and next steps : oversight hearing
before the Committee on Resources, U.S. House of
Representatives, One Hundred Ninth Congress, first session,
Thursday, November 17, 2005.
Explains how to implement the best safety practices and why they work Reviews
from the Third Edition "An excellent piece of work." —Safety Health Practitioner
(SHP) "A useful fountain of knowledge." —Quality World "This is a book to be read
now for its educational value and also to be kept on the shelf for easy future
reference." —Chemistry International The Fourth Edition of On the Practice of
Safety makes it possible for readers to master all the core subjects and practices
that today's safety professionals need to know in order to provide optimal
protection for their organizations' property and personnel. Like the previous
editions, each chapter is a self-contained unit, making it easy for readers to focus
on select topics of interest. Thoroughly revised and updated, this Fourth Edition
reflects the latest research and safety practice standards. For example, author
Fred Manuele has revised the design chapters to reflect the recently adopted
American National Standard on Prevention through Design. In addition, readers will
find new chapters dedicated to: Management of change and pre-job planning
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Indirect-to-direct accident cost ratios Leading and lagging indicators Opportunities
for safety professionals to apply lean concepts Role of safety professionals in
implementing sustainability Financial management concepts and practices that
safety professionals should know Many chapters are highly thought-provoking,
questioning long-accepted concepts in the interest of advancing and improving the
professional practice of safety. Acclaimed by both students and instructors, On the
Practice of Safety is a core textbook for both undergraduate and graduate degree
programs in safety. Safety professionals should also refer to the text in order to
update and improve their safety skills and knowledge.

The Operations Process
Army Logistician
Combined Army Operations at Brigade Level, Realistically
Achieved Through Simulation I (COBRAS I)
Using the Armor Officer Advanced Course (AOAC) as a case study, this report
identifies alternative approaches for individual training and analyzes their cost
implications. The study shows that 5 percent of the material in the AOAC is
unrelated to job performance and could be considered for elimination from resident
training. The study also finds that distributed training can provide some savings;
however, its potential is limited because the amount of the distributable material is
smaller than initial expectations-on the order of 25 percent, not the 40 to 60
percent called for in initial planning. Cost savings from distributed training depend
on the mix of training media and technologies to conduct it (the higher tech the
mix, the greater the start-up costs and the smaller the recurring savings) and on
whether sufficient capacity exists to conduct it at soldiers' home stations.
Ultimately, the study argues for a modest role for distributed training, involving inplace technologies such as paper, videotape, and personal computers, and only as
much material as can be absorbed by soldiers and field units without interfering
with daily operations and readiness.

Development of an army civilian artificial intelligence (AI)
specialty
Designing Effective Instruction
Army RD and A.
AR 350-1 08/19/2014 ARMY TRAINING AND LEADER
DEVELOPMENT , Survival Ebooks
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On the Practice of Safety
A Manual for American Servicemen in the Arab Middle East
NOW AVAILABLE! On Point II is a comprehensive study of the US Army in Operation
IRAQI FREEDOM (OIF) from May 2003 to January 2005. Based on primary sources
including hundreds of interviews with participants, the study examines how after
May 2003 American Soldiers made the transition to a new type of campaign that
featured information operations, intelligence, reconstruction, and governance
rather than conventional combat. On Point II documents the US Army's execution
of Full Spectrum Operations in the early stages of this conflict.

The Bureaucrat
An American officer presents an invaluable handbook for dealing with cultural
issues in the Middle East during military operations.

Field Artillery
The ARI Workshop, Training Critical Thinking Skills for Battle Command, was held
on 5-6 December 2001 at Ft. Leavenworth. The purpose of the Workshop was to:
(1) provide an overview of current research in critical thinking and training critical
thinking (CT), (2) provide a forum for identifying and discussing issues related to
training CT in the Army; and (3) develop recommendations for training and for
future directions for research and development in the area of CT training.
Participants with a variety of expertise attended - Military officers, instructors in CT
and academic researchers in CT. The following papers were presented: Critical
Thinking in the 21st Century by MG (Ret.) Lon Maggart; Thinking Critically about
Critical Thinking by Diane Halpern; A Framework for Critical Thinking Research and
Training by Susan Fischer; A three part theory of Critical Thinking: Dialogue, Mental
Models and Reliability by Marvin Cohen; Critical Thinking in Teams by Daniel
Serfaty; and A simulation Tool for Critical Thinking Training by Marvin Cohen. The
Proceedings includes these papers, with the exception of the Serfaty paper.
Workshop participants discussed a variety of issues related to training CT and their
recommendations for training and future research are included in the Proceedings.

SADT
Army Research, Development, and Acquisition Bulletin
"This report presents the development of the U.S. Army's Force XXI Training
Program's Combined Arms Operations at the Brigade Level, Realistically Achieved
Through Simulation I (COBRAS I) training program for the brigade staff. The
COBRAS I program provides structured, simulation-based training on basic staff
skills for conventionally-equipped forces and consists of two types of exercises: a
Brigade Staff Exercise for the brigade commander and his staff, and smaller
Brigade Staff Vignettes for segments of the staff The report highlights the
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program's background and design efforts (e.g., task identification, scenario
design), the construction of the training support package (TSP) materials, and the
resulting exercises and TSPs; formative evaluation methods and results are
included throughout this discussion. The report concludes with a discussion of
lessons learned regarding future program development and an introduction to the
COBRAS I follow-on effort (COBRAS II) that will enhance the capability of the
program to satisfy the U.S. Army's training needs."--DTIC.

Defense Acquisitions: Key Questions Confront the Army’s
Ground Force Modernization Initiatives: Testimony Before the
Subcommittee on Tactical Air and Land Forces, Committee on
Armed Services, U.S. House of Representatives
AR 350-1 08/19/2014 ARMY TRAINING AND LEADER DEVELOPMENT , Survival
Ebooks

The United States Army
The Command Post of the Future (CPOF) is a dynamic visualization tool that
supports collaborative decision-making in tactical units. The system uses a
customizable workspace based on the user's needs rather than a static format.
While such an approach to digital-systems design offers flexibility and generality of
use, it might also increase the complexity of learning to use the interface. As a
precursor to examining alternative training approaches for CPOF, this report
documents an analysis of and hierarchical structure for underlying CPOF skills. A
knowledge extraction process was conducted with CPOF domain experts (DEs) to
uncover the knowledge needed to use CPOF. The DEs performed a series of tasks
based on the practical exercises developed for training Soldiers. A Critical Skills
Document was iteratively updated and reorganized to identify the major
components of the system and the procedures for accomplishing various tasks.
The Critical Skills Document represents CPOF skills in a way to show their
generality and applicability. Instructional designers can use it to determine what to
train as well as a guide for developing learning assessments. The findings provide
a foundation for comparing training approaches for CPOF and similar digital
systems.

U.S. Army The Applied Critical Thinking Handbook
FM 5-0 (C1), The Operations Process, constitutes the Army's view on planning,
preparing, executing, and assessing operations. It describes how commanderssupported by their staffs, subordinate commanders, and other military and civilian
partners-exercise mission command during the conduct of full spectrum
operations. It describes how design assists commanders with understanding
complex problems and developing an operational approach to solve or manage
those problems throughout the conduct of operations. This manual applies to all
Army forces. The principal audience for this manual is Army commanders and unit
staffs (officers, noncommissioned officers, and Soldiers). Commanders and staffs of
Army headquarters serving as a joint task force or a multinational headquarters
should also refer to applicable joint or multinational doctrine for the exercise of
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command and control. Trainers and educators throughout the Army also use this
manual.
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